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The E - Safety Game Show

By Stephen Richards and Arabella Butler

SCRIPT and Teachers notes

Notes for Teachers

The show is designed in true game show style to be entertaining, engaging and larger than life. Its
aim is to make the messages stick in the participants' and audiences' memories and to get the
serious issues across in a fun and informative way.

We welcome feedback, ideas and resources you think are relevant as it is of course a continually
developing show.

The organisation of the day

The day will be run by the Splats teacher who will act as the host. Each group will take it in turns to
learn a scene. The pupils act as both the audience and participants and each group when it is their
turn will be actually involved in the scene. The show is more teacher-led than our usual shows as
there is a lot of content that needs to be fairly exact and delivered clearly due to the important nature
of the subject but whenever possible we will give away the narration to pupils but this will depend on
time and group.

At the end of the day all groups come into the hall together to perform the show in front of
themselves and the invited audience.

Here is a guide to prop making, which is not compulsory or needed for the show to run. Also a
summary of each scene, the topics it covers and questions it raises for the teachers to review. We
cover a different area in each scene and each group will only learn one of the scenes but it is of
course useful to look and review all the scenes and issues covered.
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Prop Making for the Game Shows

Here are some ideas for the E - Safety Game show prop making.

None of the below ideas are necessary for the show to run so please feel free to choose to do or not.
All of the pupils watching who are not part of the show could also make signs for the game show
which they could wave when prompted by the Game Show host if you wanted to further involve
them. All of the signs and Brain mask could also be made by all the groups participating, Below are
the tasks explained for each group individually.

Scene One - Create a Game show poster or sign

Your game show is Mind your own business.Create a Game show poster or sign which can be
waved or held up when your group gets to shout it out as part of the audience. It can include
references to what is personal information, pictures or written.

Scene Two - Create a Game show poster or sign

Your game show is It’s Impossible to know. Create a Game show poster or sign which can be waved
or held up when your group get to shout it out as part of the audience. It can include references to
how it is impossible to know who you are talking to online, pictures or written. It could be a big
question mark???

Scene Three - Create a Game show poster or sign

Your game show is What Could Possibly Go Wrong? Create a Game show poster or sign which can
be waved or held up when your group get to shout it out as part of the audience. It can include
references to The Joker mask, The Perfect Mask, The Trusting mask, pictures or written.It could
even be made into a mask shape.

Scene Four - Create a things I love head mask

Make a head mask from a piece of card to fit around the head. Then
draw, cut out and stick on  a Happy Brain on the front - a cloud type
character would work well and a stressed unhappy brain on the back.
Simple or as detailed as you wish!

You can decorate the head band with things you love to do to train your brain to keep happy and
healthy, Pictures or Written.
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SCENE ONE  - This scene is about SECURITY and SAFETY

Topics covered

✓ Security and Safety✓ Personal information on the internet✓ Never sharing personal pictures or
videos

This scene introduces the audience and pupils to the ‘Puppet family’. They are unawarely stars of the
E Safety game show. It looks at how they have lots of issues with security and sharing of personal
information within their household. It is meant to be funny but slightly intrusive and shocking if you
think about the possibilities. We make it over the top and funny and I hope not condescendingly
saying how silly they are for behaving like this as to be honest these are issues that we all tend to fall
down on. We hope it will help bring some issues to the forefront for parents as well as pupils.

What is personal information on the internet?

What devices do you have at home that have access to the internet?

What devices do you have at home that have cameras?

What devices track where you are and are going to?

How do you know who you are talking to online?

The Flabolian Alien scene is a fun, light hearted way to look at sharing pictures online that you
wouldn't want anyone else to see. This is something for younger pupils that needs to of course be
addressed with caution and we included it we hope in a way that is suitable for all. It can of course for
older pupils and where you choose and see to be appropriate lead to discussion of sending personal
images. The main point is what you put up on the internet is no longer yours to control.

SCENE TWO - This scene is about HOW WE CAN NOT KNOW WHO WE ARE REALLY
TALKING TO ONLINE

Topics covered

✓Anyone can pretend to be anyone on the internet✓ Never meet anyone you have only met online
unless accompanied by trusted adult

The Dolphin film explores how we really can not have any idea who we are talking to online and
anyone can pretend to be anyone. Again in a fun way it is really approaching a very serious topic that
can be dangerous with the shark representing an unknown person who may have malicious aims.
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How can you know who you are online with?

Can you know if it is the person you are talking to if there is a video? Can a video be
manipulated/faked?

The Impossible to know game show adds further emphasis to this again we hope in a memorable
format.

SCENE THREE - This scene is about HOW WE ACT ONLINE

Topics covered

✓ How we act online and in life. Personal information on the internet✓ Joking on the internet✓
Making up things on the internet✓ Is what we see on the internet always correct✓ Not reacting
too quickly.✓ Bullying and Online reporting

This scene is looking at what responsibility we have and what we can do in how we act online. It
looks at the types of behaviour we can adopt.

The jokers - Here we look at how often things meant as jokes can be upsetting and we need to be
careful.

The show offs - how we may pretend to be someone we are not and what consequences this has

The Perfect masks - what the consequences are of trying to present an image to the world

Then we look at trust on the internet and how we need to look for other sources of information and
check what we find out.

Then we look at staying Cool on the internet and not reacting too quickly as well as arguments and
how to avoid them.

SCENE FOUR - This scene is about HOW WE USE THE INTERNET AND HOW TO CONTROL IT

✓ Controlling your use of devices and the internet✓ How devices and apps are designed to
make us use them.✓ Recap test of topics.

This final scene looks at how the devices we use are designed to make us want to use them. The
longer we spend on them the better for the companies who sell the apps, advertising etc. We therefore
need to be aware of our use and control it ourselves.
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Props List - all supplied by Splats

● Game Show Host Jacket
● Dad Puppet
● Mum Puppet
● Boy Puppet
● Girl Puppet
● Dog Puppet
● Teddy Bear Puppet
● Game Show host jacket
● Alien puppets x 2
● Chicken
● Dolphin
● Dr Coats x 2 (child size)
● Curly wigs x 12
● Disco glasses or ‘cool’ people costume e.g. wigs or hats x 12
● Professor wigs
● Elvis wig
● Juggling Scarves
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Scene One (Performed by the oldest group of pupils)

Topics covered

✓ Security and Safety ✓ Personal information on the internet ✓ Never sharing personal pictures or videos

Props List- all supplied by SPLATS

● Dad Puppet
● Mum Puppet
● Boy Puppet
● Girl Puppet
● Dog Puppet
● Teddy Bear Puppet
● Game Show host jacket
● Dolphin
● Alien Puppets
● Teddy Bears
● Flags

Performed by the oldest group of pupils. All set in one family's house, they are watching telly. The family are
played by children operating hand held puppets X 4 puppets - Boy, Girl, Mum and Dad plus Dog and Teddy Bear

Voice Over - And now on Dooby Doo 1 It’s that time to check who’s watching you on The E- Safety
Game Show

🎵 MUSIC: KEVIN MACLEOD - HAPPY GAME SHOW MUSIC (I HOUR) (This can play under the
script and turn down and up when they are introduced)

Presenter and assistants/crew - maybe have camera boom, make up  etc

Hello we are outside the Puppets family house, As you can see it is a normal home, in a normal street,
in a normal town

Host (Splats teacher) Keys are under the plant pot. Ok we're going in. Lets go to meet tonight's family
and find out more about them. Here they are, Shhhh turn that music  down, we want it to be a surprise.
This is John Puppet 42 a Pisces , likes to swim, 5 foot 10, size 8 shoes. (We have a copy of his
passport) He’s just had his haircut. He is on the internet now and he has just told someone his favourite
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colour which he also uses as one of his passwords.

Audience - Tut and groan roll eyes etc.

This is his son Alfie. He is playing on his game and doing pretty well. We’ll leave him there.

This is Mrs Jane Puppet she is on her phone at the moment but we can message her if we have any
questions

Sally is their daughter she is only 5 and doesn't have a phone and she is looking at me funny, She does
have an electronic Teddy Bear that she can chat to and we can chat to - it’s great

(talking to Teddy Bear as though sending instructions) Say hello to Sally…

Teddy Bear - Hello Sally you are on the telly (Sally looks straight at the Host)

Presenter - And we can find out lots more about the family from the teddy - what a clever bear

And here is Sniffles. Sniffles is a dog and he is a big softy (Dog puppet does something cute like rolling over).
Dogs currently do not use the internet themselves as they can not type. BUT he does have a Facebook
page Sniffles18 and unsurprisingly, ‘Sniffles18’ is their password for most things.

Audience - Tut and groan roll eyes etc.

Host - Sniffles is great for keeping us up to date with where the family are as he often lets us know
when he's out for a walk. What a clever dog. But as I was saying dogs can not type. They can only
say…
Audience - Wooof
Family all turn to look at dog, then dog turns to look a beat later.
Host - They also say…
Audience - Wooof
Dog turns to look at family they all turn and look at the dad.
Host - And also…
Audience - Wooof
Family finally all turn and look at the Host in surprise.

Host - Good evening Puppets and welcome for tonight you are the stars of the..

Audience - E safety game show! (cheers and applause etc.)
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Presenter completes transformation to Game show host gear. They are a double audience so the Audience is
watching the audience and the Puppets are surrounded

Son - What

John - Eh, who's what's going on . . .

Sally - We’re on the telly!

Game Show host - Puppets let's meet your audience. Audience waving, saying hello etc.

Jane - (looks up from phone, sees audience and is surprised) Goodness! What are you all doing in my living
room? She is then distracted by her phone and starts messaging again.

John - Game show eh? What do we win

Host - Well that’s the great thing in this game you are guaranteed to win…

Audience - Absolutely nothing!

John - Absolutely nothing?

Host - Yes that's right

John - Did you hear that mum? We could win…

Audience - Absolutely nothing! Jane doesn’t respond as she is busy on her phone

Host - If you play well that is. However, if you play really badly you could lose…

Audience - Absolutely everything!

Host - So John just to clarify if you do really well you could win absolutely nothing but if you do badly
you stand to lose a great deal. (Host insert own words here about the fact that as we are looking at staying
safe on the internet the ‘win’ is that you have stayed safe and retained peace of mind. Giving away your info
could lead to you literally losing absolutely everything)

Host - So Puppets are you in?
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All Puppets (Except Jane) - Yes! We’re in

Host (to audience) Did you hear that they are in! Cheers etc.

Host - I have just had a text from Jane she says she is in but can we stop shouting as she is texting her
friend and is trying to concentrate. Audience tut and groan roll eyes etc.

Host - So, Puppet family thank you for inviting us into your house!

All Puppets (Except Jane) - Did we?

Host - Yes you did! Here, look Dad ticked this box in the small print on this form he signed. Host quickly
shows their script to the family as though it is the form in question and then takes it away immediately.

Game Show host - Now for our first game we need a volunteer from your audience to show you how
to play.

Pupil 1(stands up) - ok I’ll play

Host - The first round of the E Safety Game show is called

Audience - Mind your own business!

Host - Because remember if you don’t…

Pupil 2 (stands up and does over-the-top acting that they are just realising the answer) - somebody else will!

Host - That’s right! We need this volunteer to be…

Host - Thoughtful, (all kids do ‘thinking’ pose)

Host - Sensible (all do ‘sensible pose)

Host - A rock. (all become a rock or do the ‘Rock’ hand signal)

Host (to volunteer) - Do you think you are all of those things? (Pupil says Yes!) You are our Safety and
Security tester, committed to keeping the internet safe and training others in how to keep their identity
and personal information private. Are you ready?
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Pupil 1 - Yes!

Host - In this game, you will be asked a question. If you think the answer would mean giving away
information you should keep private then you must say. Mind your own Business. Because remember if
you don’t

Pupils (all shout) - somebody else will

Host - So, volunteer the demo question is…What is your name?

Volunteer - #Penguin (or other handle made up by pupil)

Host - Ah yes, I can see that is your internet name/handle #Penguin but, go on, tell me what is your
REAL name?

Volunteer (with hands on hips)- Mind Your Own Business!

Host - Correct! Your REAL name is private, this is personal information. Of  course, in reality you would
say “No I prefer not to, thank you” or something similar and never as rude as Mind Your Own Business.
However, that is not such fun and is not the name of the game. Excellent demo thank you #penguin
please return to your seat and a big round of applause. Now let the real game begin. Host walks over to
the Puppets

Host - Now the first question and remember imagine I am asking you this on the internet, Where do
you live?

Son - (confidently) Mind Your Own Business

Host - Congratulations! For the next question, all you need to do is tell me your date of birth.

Daughter (confidently)- Mind your own Business.

Host - And the final question: what is your bank account number?

Dad - Ah yes, let me just find them for you…audience and family discourage him until he realises his
mistake…Oh, oh I mean…ahem…Mind your own Business!

Host - Congratulations you know how to keep your personal information erm personal and you all know
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how to Mind Your Own Business. Because remember if you don’t

Pupils (all shout) - somebody else will

Host - And what do we win?

Pupils (all shout) - Absolutely Nothing!

Host - Thank you Puppet family you have successfully completed the first game. We are now going for
short break

Puppets wave and Cheers from audience

We now go to a public information film which you would be wise to listen to as otherwise next week or
even now you could be the star of…

Audience - The E- Safety Game show

🎵 MUSIC: KEVIN MACLEOD - HAPPY GAME SHOW MUSIC (I HOUR)

FLABOLIAN ALIEN INFORMATION FILM

Pupil 3 - Are you thinking about sharing a personal picture or video that you really, really shouldn’t
share

Pupil 4 - Then please watch this video as a warning sent from a galaxy far far away.

Host - Meet the Flabolians (Two pupils stand up with a puppet alien each)
This is Floella and this is Fred. Their names have been changed as they are unpronounceable in
English.
They were chatting on the intergalactic internet and things became personal.

Fred - Splibble, blubble, blibble, blom

Host - Which means send me a picture

Floella - Flim, flam,flob

Host - Which means no way, you’ll show it to all your slimy friends. I know you Fred Flabollian
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Fred - Blim blooble, Floggle, Floggle, Floggle

Host - Which means I promise I won’t show anyone, promise, promise, promise. Anyway eventually
Floella did send a picture of her with her favourite teddy

And Fred sent a picture of him with his favourite bunny

They fell out, he said I don’t love you any-more

there was an intergalactic war

Her cuddling her teddy became the symbol on their flag

Pupils walk on with flag - she Flib flobs at him!

She put a picture of him cuddling his bunny on their flag

Pupils walk on with flag - he Flob flibs at her!

So remember if you don’t want your personal photos made into an intergalactic flag then don’t send
pictures you wouldn’t want to be seen by your granny, aunt, world, the entire universe, galaxy,
everywhere.

Fred - Blibble google briggle blop

Floella - Blubble shibble buggle lom

Fred - Flobble

Host - I’d better not translate that!

Well, brings us to the end of the first round. We learned an important lesson about staying safe on the
internet. Keep your information private or Mind Your Own Business otherwise Someone Else Will. This
includes, texts, images, videos etc. Always be conscious that anything we put on the internet ceases to
belong to us.

We will look at the next topic with a new round of the ESafety game show with the next group but first a
HUGE round of applause for group 1.
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Scene Two

Topics covered

Anyone can pretend to be anyone on the internet ✓ Never meet anyone you have only met online unless
accompanied by trusted adult

● Props List
● Dad Puppet
● Boy Puppet
● Girl Puppet
● Dog Puppet
● Teddy Bear Puppet
● Game Show host jacket
● Dolphin
● Chicken
● Disco Wigs
● Professor wigs
● Elvis heads

To set the scene, some pupils will play the Puppet family and take up the same positions they had in Scene 1, the
rest of the pupils gather to the sides ready to act out the Dolphin PIF.

Dolphin Public Information Film

🎵 MUSIC: BEYOND THE SEA

Host - We are now going to talk about the fact that on the internet, anyone can pretend to be anyone.
Here we have Dolphina, who is, of course, a Dolphin and, naturally, being a Dolphin wants to speak
with other Dolphins. Also, being a dolphin, s/he is very intelligent. (Dolphina adopts a pose to look
intelligent)

However, she is very new to this internet stuff. What she doesn’t know is that it is very easy to pretend
to be a dolphin. For example, you can search the internet to find out how to speak Dolphin, it's just a
series of clicks - sorry.

Dolphina sends a message seeking other Dolphins (she acts this out). It is received by all these
characters other pupils act receiving a message (e.g. as though they are in an internet cafe) also making
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dolphin-like clicking noises. They reply with a friendly clicky message (they do so)

Dolphina then asks them to send her a picture of themselves Dolphins she is messaging. Some may be
genuine Dolphins who send a true image (half the Dolphins mime doing so) BUT other, non-dolphins
could simply search for a suitable image online and send that instead (other half mime this). Either way,
Dolphina will think she is communicating with another Dolphin when actually she could be speaking to
anyone, even a shark.

🎵 MUSIC: JAWS - Jaws music da dum da dum sung by pupils as half the dolphins stand up with
their hand on their head like a shark fin and look mean.

Host Oooo scary back to your seats please. So, remember if you are talking to anyone on the internet It
is impossible to know who they really are. Anyone can pretend to be anyone. Even if you have been
talking to them for a while, you still don’t know them. And remember people you don’t know are…?

Pupils (and audience) STRANGERS!

Host And of course you should never ever arrange to meet up with someone you don’t know.. . . . (Jaws
theme, ‘shark’ pupils stand up and then sit again) In summary, anyone can pretend to be anyone on the
internet and if you know any Dolphins please let them know.

Host - We now return to our contestants, the Puppet family, who are ready to play our next game,
which is called

All pupils - ‘It’s impossible to know!’

¥ MUSIC: SPANISH FLEA

All pupils (except the Puppet family) gather any items of costume they need for the game show and then form a
semi circle around the stage.

Host - Let’s meet our contestant (Jane comes forward to cheering and claps from the audience)

Jane - Hi Everyone

Host - What's your name?

Contestant - Mind your own business
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Host - Correct! Your first question! You are online chatting to people. The person says they are a 10
year old child.

Presenter - But! Who is this person really? Are they

a) A 10 year old child? (all pupils crouch down)

b) An adult pretending to be a 10 year old child (all pupils stand up tall and then crouch)

c) A human sized chicken? (one pupil comes forward with chicken head on to peck host while all cluck)

d) Elvis Presley? (one pupil with Elvis mask walks forward with microphone while Presenter sings ‘ you ain’t
nothing but a hound dog’ pupil says ‘uh-huh’ Elvis style)

e) A group of mad professors? (pupils with old man wigs on inspect Sam as though doing research)

f) Or a group of disco queens? (pupils with coloured curly wigs dance around stage singing ‘staying alive’)

Presenter - So, let’s bring our Puppets up to answer the question. COme on over here Puppet clan.
They all come and line up at the front Jane Puppet is texting all the way through Puppets who is it?

Dad, Son, Girl, Teddy Bear - It's impossible to know!

Dog - (after they have all said it) Woof woof woof woof  etc.

Host - Correct, it is impossible to know! You have won

Audience - absolutely nothing!

Host - Well done to our contestants. Host sends a message. So, to recap you can be talking to anyone on
the internet but it is impossible to know who they really are.

Jane - Puppet - Yes got that, sorry just got to answer this. Jane is texting on her phone.

Host I hope that message will stay with you thanks to the performance of group 2. Let's give them a
round of applause!
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Scene Three

Topics covered

✓ How we act online and in life. Personal information on the internet ✓ Joking on the internet ✓ Making up
things on the internet ✓ Is what we see on the internet always correct ✓ Not reacting too quickly. ✓ Bullying
and Online reporting

● Props List
● Dad Puppet
● Boy Puppet
● Girl Puppet
● Dog Puppet
● Teddy Bear Puppet
● Game Show host jacket

To set the scene some pupils take up positions of Puppet family Dad, Boy, Girl, Teddy Bear and Dog Sit in row in
that order left to right to side of stage.

Host - Hello and welcome back to the E Safety Game Show. We are now going to look at how we
behave when we are on the internet. When we are on stage we wear costumes pupils adopt pose as
though in fancy costume, wigs (hands on heads), even masks (hands over face) that hide who we are and
enable us to pretend to be someone else.

This is a bit like when we are on computers and phones as we can feel hidden. This can make us act in
ways that we wouldn't in real life. Or perhaps share things unwisely, just like Floella and Fred.

For the next game our contestants have to meet some of the characters we may become on the
internet and answer the questions as we play,

Host and all pupils - ‘What could possibly go wrong?’

Host - Let’s bring up our contestants! Puppet family are you ready? They respond Yes!

🎵 MUSIC: WHIPPED CREAM - HERB ALBERT
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(The Puppet family stand up to claps and cheers or come to the front etc. For this game show, the Puppet family
will consult as a team and provide their answer after some comedy style interaction with each other)

Host - Our first characters are the Jokers. This character likes to tease and make jokes. They can’t
help it, they have the joker's mask on (Joker pupils pull comedy faces) . They like to make jokes for
themselves and at others. Pupils all point in different directions and laugh. They are collapsing in fits at
how funny they are. All fall about laughing

Host - So why can laughing at someone on the internet be a problem? Which of these is it?

ALL THE PUPILS CAN DO THIS  - Is it

A) It’s not a problem All the pupils shrug it off, flap their hands in a it doesn't matter way, you’re just having
a laugh, you are only teasing - hands out laughing and you wouldn’t mind if it was said about you -
shake head

Or is it B)  that you have to be careful as you may hurt someone's feelings.?

They look hurt, fold arms, head down, turn away

Host - So, Puppet family, which answer is it? They consult and then one of them answers. Of course the
answer is B. You have to be careful as you may hurt someone's feelings. The person receiving the
message may not find it funny or think they are saying something too personal.

Host - Question 2 - Why is it more difficult to know how people are feeling on the internet?

Is it because you can’t always see the reaction of other people - all pupils turn around with back to the
audience

Is it B) Who cares?  - dismissive gesture with hands

Or is it C) There are only so many Emojis - all make as many dramatic faces as they can

Host - Puppets which is the correct answer. They consult and then one of them answers. Yes correct it  is of
course A you cannot truly know how someone is feeling because you cannot see the person's reaction
- all pupils turn around again with back to the audience

If you do it in real life, they may understand from your face that it is a joke or you would see they are
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upset and you would say sorry. But you put on this mask and you just can't help teasing. In the majority
of cyber-bullying cases, the bully will say that they didn’t mean to be mean and were ‘just having a
laugh’.

Pupil 1 - So you have to be careful when wearing the joker's mask.

Pupil 2 - It’s fun to make jokes but be careful it isn’t at someone else’s expense

Host - Yes, Always put yourself in other people's shoes and think how the other person will feel. (one of
the ‘Jokers’ comes over to the Host and taps around at the feet) What are you doing?

Joker I’m trying to get into your shoes.

Host - No I mean…

Joker - Only joking! (returns to position)

Host - Remember: Don’t say anything online that you wouldn’t say to someone face-to-face. It might
feel easy to say whatever you want from behind a screen but try to think about how your words could
affect people, as you'd want them to do for you.

Host - And next is the Perfect Mask.

🎵 MUSIC - SIMPLY THE BEST (short)

Host - The Internet can help you be perfect. It has filters to remove anything we don't like. Perfect hair.
Photo shoots. Laughter. wise quotes.

‘Perfect’ pupils act out pretending to be perfect. For example, looking really angry or sad and then taking a selfie
of them looking really happy.

Host - Question: What could possibly go wrong, with wearing the perfect mask. Is it

A) It can make you feel that you are not good enough - everyone looks deflated

B) What you are seeing isn’t real, it is designed and often filtered to make it look better than real life -
wiggle wave hands
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C) It’s exhausting - collapse and lie down

Host - Puppets your answer please Puppets consult and then 3 of them one by one give each of the possible
answers A, B, C. Trick question everyone! It is in fact all of the answers!

🎵 MUSIC - TRUST IN ME

Host - Our final mask is The Trusting Mask, where we believe everything we read on the internet.

Host - Question: Should you trust everything you read on the internet? Is it

A) Yes it took ages to develop the internet and it knows everything. Look up to the sky, punch the air,
thumbs up

B) No, you should always look for other sources of information - search with magnifying glass

C) No because it is actually written by aliens who have secretly invaded and they are trying to trick us -
beeping aliens make them look and they are gone as if not there

Host - Puppets your final answer please. Puppets consult and one of them answers Yes the answer is B
you should always look for other sources and check what you see and hear.

You have all done extremely well and won…

Everyone - Absolutely nothing!

Host - except the joy of being safe and staying happy on the internet Thanks to our contestants and
hosts. A huge round of applause for group 3.
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Scene Four

Topics covered

✓ Being careful what you say. ✓ How to avoid losing your cool ✓ Controlling your use of devices and the
internet ✓ How devices and apps are designed to make us use them. ✓ Recap test of topics.

● Dad Puppet
● Mum Puppet
● Boy Puppet
● Girl Puppet
● Dog Puppet
● Teddy Bear Puppet
● Game Show host jacket
● Dr Jackets x 2
● Cool people costume (glasses or wigs)

Argument Information Film

All pupils are involved in the argument video and the brain bit. No one needs to be the Puppets until the recap at
the end.

Host - Now on the internet as well as looking at videos of cats one thing people love to do is argue.
Nothing wrong with a hearty debate but on the internet things can escalate very quickly into a furious
row. We are going to show you a video demonstration of this phenomenon. Here we have some ‘cool
people’ look how cool they are

Some of the pupils saunter onto one side of the stage wearing ‘cool’ costumes e.g. sunglasses or white curly
wigs/hats and adopt a ‘cool’ pose. Remaining pupils are on the other side with a gap in the middle.

🎵 MUSIC - DADDY COOL

Host - They are chatting to these people on the internet. These people are arguers (indicating all other
pupils) and these Arguers like to argue!

Arguers - No we don't. (they stomp angrily 2 steps towards centre stage/cool people)

Cool people - (gently) Yes you do.
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Arguers - No we don't (they stomp angrily another 2 steps towards centre stage/cool people)

Cool people - (bit more frustrated) Yes you do. (they take 2 steps towards arguers)

Arguers - No we don't (they stomp angrily another 2 steps towards centre stage/cool people)

Cool people - (really angry) Yes you do. (they take 2 steps towards the arguers and angrily remove cool
costumes and throw them on the floor etc.)

Host - And pause! (Host acts using a remote control now to control the video) So, as you see this escalated
very quickly and our cool people have lost their cool. Let’s rewind the video and see if we can reply to a
different ending.

Host plays with remote rewinding, fast forwarding etc. to get to point just as the cool people are about to lose
their cool.

Host - We have a 3 step system on how we may avoid these arguments. To tell us about this let’s meet
our resident Relaxologists.

3 pupils walk forwards with either a doctor's coat on or a pair of cool sunglasses.

Host (to first doctor) So, to avoid getting caught up in the argument we have our first doctor with advice
Dr. Waitabitbeforeyoureplyoryoumightregretitlater what is your advice.

Dr Waitabit - You should WAIT (a bit before you reply) Host plays a video and cool people react as though
taking a moment before they send a reply.

Host - now for the second step we have Dr Thinkaboutyourmessagebeforeyousendit. What is your
advice

Dr. Think - Think about the message or reply you want to send Host plays video and cool people act
thinking about the message.

Host - And for the third step we have Dr. Reviewyourreplybeforeyoupresssend. Your advice is…

Dr. Review - Review your message before you send it. Cool people act this and remain cool

Host - thank you doctors, some excellent advice there. 3 easy steps to remember to avoid getting
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caught up in an argument or just generally avoid saying things we regret later. Wait, Think, Review.

Host can play with video control as desired here.

Host - But, it is not always so easy and we won’t manage to avoid this every time. So, what do we do if
we do end up angry, frustrated? We’ll show you how. (turns to arguers) Here we have some angry
people. Look how angry they are! Arguers turn to the audience, look angry, growl etc. We need to calm
them down. First we recommend turning or walking away from the conversation/yourcomputer/phone
Angry people turn away. Take a deep breath (also encourage everyone in the room to do this) and let it out
(they do) breathe again (they do) and once more for luck (they do and are now fully relaxed) and then our
advice is to go and do something else that makes you feel good. Something like these people here that
doesn’t involve a screen. They act out doing fun stuff

Host - We now turn to another information film to learn about the internet’s relationship with us. With
our…

BRAIN INFORMATION FILM

All pupils clutch both hands around their heads.

Do you sometimes find it difficult to stop using your phone, checking your mail, looking for new
messages? You may be walking down the street while doing this Pupils all act walking around

Are you walking into people? Pupils all act bumping into each other. Have you fallen down a hole? Pupils
all act falling down a hole or, missed a beautiful sky, flower, dancing chicken as it went past? One child
appears wearing the chicken head doing silly dancing the others don’t notice.

Are you ignoring the people who are talking to you?  I said are you ignoring the people who are talking
to you! They ignore the Host.

The reason is because our devices are made to make us want to use them. Everyone sits up.

Let’s meet our Brains to show us why. All pupils jump up and fill the stage.

When we meet new people, pupils all mime greeting someone make someone laugh, it makes us happy
pupils all laugh and makes part of our brain happy pupils hold one side of their head and make a smaller
laugh. This is the same as how our computers and phones are designed. When we receive a message
or a like it makes us feel good. This can mean we can get addicted to using them. The buttons are
made just the right colour, do fancy things that make us want to press it Pupils act over-the-top button
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pressing

These brains have just received a like. As you can see it makes them feel good. Brains all start dancing.

🎵 MUSIC: I FEEL GOOD JAMES BROWN - BRAIN DANCE

Host keeps talking over music, time it so that track slows down when Host says ‘if you were having a disco every
day’

But we don’t always get a message or a like. This makes it even more addictive as we never know if
there is something there for us, so it keeps us coming back for more and more and more. Our brain is
having a disco every day.

¥ MUSIC: DISCO into slowed down and distorted

But if you were having a disco every day, eventually you get tired, the disco starts to not have the same
effect. The music sounds wrong, the clothes seem not good enough.

So our brains want more of it. But that day we may not get noticed. We may not get liked so much.

How do the brains feel? We can start to feel down. We may adapt our behaviour.

But really we can’t control what people think about us. So we can really spend a lot of time, energy and
effort to achieve something that we are not in control of. Maybe just like the arguments the brains can
always tip toe off and get on with their lives. ‘Brains’ get up and tiptoe off stage.

Host - So Now for the final game, which is a test for all of you. Let’s bring our Puppet family back.
Come on down Puppets. The Puppets line up centre stage. N.B. Jane Puppet stays on her phone throughout all
this. You will see a character or thing from the show, you have to remember what you have seen and
tell us a little about what they were teaching us.

¥ MUSIC: KEVIN MACLEOD - HAPPY GAME SHOW MUSIC

So who did we see on the  E- Safety show today and what did we learn?

Host turning to Dad – What is your name

Dad Puppet - Mind Your Own Business!
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Host - That’s right Because remember if you don’t –

Everyone - Somebody Else Will!

Host - Correct - Keep your personal information private

Host (to son) - Who is the person we are talking to on the internet? (If there is time, some of the pupils can
re-enact the characters from scene 2 ie chicken, Elvis etc.

Son Puppet - It’s Impossible to Know!

Host - Well done. Turn and ask everyone in the room including the audience What is it Impossible to know?
Get everyone or one person to say something about not knowing who anyone really is on when you are on the
internet.

Host (to dog) - What did we learn in scene 3?

Dog - Woof woof woof woof woof etc.

Host (to dog) That’s right, being careful about how we behave on the internet, not being a careless
joker or bully. Remembering not to trust everything you read or see. Being careful about what we say or
post online.

Host (to daughter) What was the  Doctors’ 3 step advice advising how to avoid getting into and
argument online?

Daughter - Wait, Think, Review

Host - Correct Wait before you reply, Think about your message, Review it before you press send. If
you do lose your cool on the internet. If we get angry or upset. Walk away, take deep breaths and do
something totally different to make yourself feel good.

Host - (to whole family) What were the dancing disco brains all about? If there is time here play the song
again and get everyone who is not a Puppet to dance and fall to the ground before the family answer

Whole family  - Take breaks

Host - Yes! Remember to look after your brain, give it a break and be aware that the internet is
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designed to make you want to use it. Parents can limit you. But also give yourself limits so you are in
control.

Host - Congratulations everyone you have won…

Everyone - Absolutely nothing!

Host - However there is a snag! (turning to Mrs Puppet ) Jane you have been chatting to a new ‘friend’
on your phone during the game.

Jane - Yes that's right

Host - You think you have been talking to a friend?

Jane - Yes that's right

Host - Well I have news for you. That ‘friend’ was me and now we all know your name, date of birth,
passwords, favourite colour, mothers maiden name and bank details. So, in fact, you have lost…

Everyone - Absolutely Everything!

Host - Or you could have done. If it wasn’t me proving a point. Just be more careful or you could end
up losing everything without realising. Fear not you now have won

Audience - Absolutely nothing!

Host - Thankyou and remember - (takes off jacket, puts on sunglasses/flowery glasses and summer hat relaxes
as delivers the next part like walking on a beach or leaning at a bar with a nice smoothie! (or as close as you can
get!)

🎵 MUSIC: THEME FROM A SUMMER PLACE

The internet can be a wonderful tool but control your desire to rely on it . Limit your use. If anything
happens from being online that upsets you or makes you feel funny then talk to a trusted adult. You
haven't done anything wrong and it's always best to talk about things.

Make sure to spend time with people in real life. Talk to them in person spend time in the ‘real world’
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We are all different people who enjoy different things and we must look after each other.

Thanks everyone and take good care and I look forward to seeing you playing safely next week in The
E- Safety Game Show.

Let’s have a big round of applause for group 4!

END


